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ABSTRACT

The Tropical Tree Seed Manual is a one-volume reference manual for students, technicians, and scientists that provides comprehensive, internationally compiled data about tropical trees.
The emphasis is on species of the Americas; however, a number of tropical tree species from other countries are also
included. The manual is divided into two parts. The first part
consists of nine chapters written by authorities in each area.
The second part presents descriptions of 197 botanically and
economically important tropical tree species. The manual is
published in both English and Spanish. It contributes to the
academic and scientific communities by collating and organizing a wealth of internationally significant research and practical data into one publication. It should be used with similar
references on seed technology and handling to give students,
technicians, and scientists a thorough understanding of tropical tree seeds.
Keywords: collection, ecology, ethnobotany, germination,
pathology, recalcitrance, seeds, storage, tropical forestry
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INTRODUCTION

The North American Forestry Commission (NAFC) is a component of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organi-

in a single book, time-consuming literature searches will be
reduced or eliminated.

zation that addresses international forestry. The NAFC members (Canada, Mexico, and the United States) initiated a proposal to improve forestry applications by providing guidelines

The first part consists of nine technical chapters written
by authorities in each subject: biology, collection, storage,
orthodox and recalcitrant seeds, dormancy and germination,

on tropical tree seed handling to nursery and plantation managers. The project was approved with the implied support of
each member country. The NAFC chairperson, Jacob L. Whit-

pathology, ecology, ethnobotany, and dendrology. Each chapter provides an independent and comprehensive discussion,
but together they form a single, complete text solely dedicated

more of the USDA Forest Service, secured authorization in
April 1996 for the Forest Service to proceed with the planning
and organization of a tropical tree seed reference manual.

to tropical tree seeds. The current and historical information
thus provided can be used for both teaching and research.
The second part of the manual presents descriptions of

The concept was later expanded to include a technical
section and descriptions of tropical tree species in the
Neotropics and tropical Asia, Africa, Australia, and India, and

197 botanically and economically important species in a standard format. The most widely used and well-known species are
described in depth, while lesser known species are not.

a compiler was identified to coordinate the project. There was
no intent to include all tropical tree species, only those of economic or biologic interest to forestry applications in Canada,

Authors have attempted to include all known information on
each species, thus absence of information indicates limited
knowledge about a species. All nomenclature is according to

Mexico, the United States, and Central America.
The information published here resulted primarily from
previously known data; however, much of it had not been

references from the Missouri Botanical Gardens.
For practicality and easy searching, the referenced literature in TTSM is listed in one separate section. Common

reported outside its area of origin. Through experience, nursery and plantation managers have learned about the biology
and handling techniques of their significant species, but they

names, synonyms, and associated organisms are also cross-referenced. The international effort to produce the TTSM is represented by 63 contributors from 19 countries, and brief auto-

lack information about species they have not planted. The
Tropical Tree Seed Manual (TTSM) provides them with a reference for investigating the feasibility of introducing new species

biographies of contributors are included.
The TTSM is published in both English and Spanish.
Particular styles in both languages are mediated into chapters

into their economies. It also provides a practical starting point
for comparative morphology and literature references for those
scientists conducting research within tropical forestry. Finally,

and species descriptions for a common, but bilingual, volume.
For example, all units are in metric values and a conversion
table is included. Common names are not limited to English

students will find the technical chapters useful as an introduction
to and a current review of the issues involving tropical tree seeds.
The TTSM is intended as a useful reference for practi-

and Spanish, but also include names in any language indigenous to a country with a particular species.
The TTSM contributes to the academic and scientific

cal and academic ventures into tropical forestry. It is a onevolume reference manual for nursery and plantation managers, scientists, and students that provides comprehensive,

communities by collating and organizing an internationally significant research and practical subject into one reference. It
should be used with similar references on seed technology and

internationally compiled data. By including previously unpublished reports, data, illustrations, and international references

handling to give students and technicians a thorough understanding of tropical tree seeds.
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PART I

TECHNICAL
CHAPTERS
The nine technical chapters were selected to give a comprehensive overview of current tropical tree seed technology as
written by internationally recognized authorities. All chapters
together offer a supplement text for the study or reference of
tropical tree seeds. However, each chapter may be used alone
to pursue a specific field of interest. This objective necessarily
produces an overlap of subjects between chapters. The overlap
is not as repetitive as it is descriptive from the viewpoints of
the authors as they develop dominant research references.
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